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The Queen 
Judge queens on performance

Rapidly expand during the spring
Be capable of  swarming

Be disease free
Produce a honey crop



Colonies should rapidly expand 
during the spring flows

Colony A wintered poorly Colony B wintered well



And this is reflective in the brood



Be capable of swarming

Swarming and 
drones take energy

Colonies that can 
reproduce are 

exhibiting some 
level of  fitness



Top view of Healthy Population



Be disease free

Don’t allow colonies exhibiting 
disease to persist in your 

apiaries
Think in terms of  social 

immunity



Produce a honey crop



Our job as a beekeeper is not to fool 
ourselves. 



The Queen - Judge queens on performance

Rapidly expand during the spring
Be capable of  swarming

Be disease free
Produce a honey crop



The Queen

Judge queens on performance

Requeen in time



Finding the 
Queen

Why beekeeping is inherently 
difficult to master





Finding the Queen



It takes repetition



You’re not trying 
to find the queen!

You’re isolating 
her. 

Finding the queen

It takes repetition



Finding the queen

Isolate her by 
separating each box

If  you start top 
down, often we 

push the queen to 
the bottom box







Scan the frame





Isolate her, don’t find her



Handling the Queen



Holding the Queen



How
Requeening
with a nuc

Push In Cage Cage-Doolittle Method



Requeening with a nuc, Early Spring

Boost population
And

Change queens

Goal:



Requeening with a nuc

Transfer the nuc to 10 frame 
equipment.

Find old queen and off her.

Combine with newspaper, new queen 
on top. 



Transferring the Nuc to 10 
frame

Keep brood intact
Don’t checkerboard

Ensure queen is there



Identify the colony to 
requeen



Isolate old queen



Don’t have second guesses!





Reconstruct the colony



• Early season still make honey crop.

• Mid/Late season population boost 
when there isn’t enough time with 

queen alone.

Requeening with a nuc-Recap



Requeening-Push in Cages

Pros: High success rate

Cons:

Need to find and 
handle the new  queen

Must find emerging brood

Time sensitive 

Push in Cage



We are going to:

Remove the queen from 3 hole cage
Place her under the push in cage
The push in cage will be directly 

over emerging brood
Mark the top of the frame. 



The queen is safely 
protected from the adult 
bees of the new hive. 

The emerging bees will 
accept her as their own.

She will lay into the open 
cells.
Her pheromone will spread 
as the laying queen in the 
hive. 

Queen is under push in cage



A space is left in the center of  the brood 
chamber for the frame with the caged queen.

Mark the top of  the frame so that you can find 
exactly which frame later. 

Careful not to braze the cage returning the 
frame. 

Push in Cage-Returning the Queen





Leave for 4 days

• After 4 days slowly 
remove the cage

• The queen will walk 
on the comb



Releasing the Queen



Bees above an 
excluder

(Doolittle)



(Doolittle)

Draws mostly nurse 
bees through the 
queen excluder

Isolates the old queen 
below the excluder

Insert inner cover with 
notch facing 

backwards direction

The new colony readily 
accepts the new 

queen. 



The end result is two 
temporary colonies in 

one vertical stack.

This is a good way to 
boost population. 



1. Start

2. Temporary 
nuc above 

existing hive

3. Finish, 
United with 
newspaper



Step 1: The Original Colony



Step 2: Brush all the bees from brood 
frames



Step 3: Place above Queen Excluder



Step 4: Fill in with empty frames-Replace 
cover



At the end of step 4:

3 frames of brood, 2 
frames of honey are 

beeless above a queen 
excluder



Day 2: Step 1- It worked!

The bees came up 
through the 

excluder to cover 
the brood



Comment: The bees place the appropriate amount of 
coverage of young bees. 



Step 2: Separate the colonies



Step 2: Continued

The notch goes 
opposite direction 

the parent colony is 
facing



Step 3: Add the Queen

Very safe method for 
introducing queen in 

candy cage

There are surplus 
nurse bees who readily 

accept a queen



Step 4: Wait

Let the new queen get 
accepted in the colony 

upstairs

For a temporary time 
you will have two laying 

queens

Good way to build 
population 



Check the new queen, then off  the old one 

• You don’t need 
to immediately 

find the old 
queen

• Two queens 
laying boosts the 
hive population 



Final Step: Unite



Happy Requeening

Don’t let the internet kill your bees


